Observational evidence for excitation of non-radial modes in stars is confronted with the results of linear stability surveys for stellar models. We consider various types of pulsators on the upper main sequence as well as stars in the Cepheid strip. Our stability survey covers the whole range of spherical harmonic degrees,`, where instability is found. There is fair agreement between the theoretical instability strip and the location of z Oph stars, but the observed and calculated periods do not agree in some stars. We suggest that either pulsation is not responsible for the z Oph phenomenon or else there are serious errors in mode identification in these cases. We do not find instability at long periods for early B-type stars, supporting the idea that pulsation is not responsible for the periodic variations in Be stars. The agreement between the observed and calculated periods of high-degree modes in d Sct stars is not very satisfactory. This is attributed to problems in mode identification. We discuss unstable modes of high degree in Cepheid models as a possible mechanism for the low-amplitude radial velocities seen in some stars within the instability strip. We find, however, that the observed periods are at least a factor of 2 longer than the calculated periods. Finally, we discuss the possibility of observing modes of high degree photometrically. We suggest that a large number of high-degree modes may become detectable by future space-borne photometric missions. The confusion arising from these modes may greatly reduce the value of such observations for asteroseismology. However, they will be very important in studying the mechanism of mode selection.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The discovery of moving bumps in the He line profiles of z Oph (Walker, Yang & Fahlmann 1979) was the first indication that pulsation modes of high degree could be observed in stellar spectra using high signal-to-noise ratio digital detectors. The lowintensity absorption features moving from blue to red in this star were originally interpreted in terms of rotational modulation. However, Vogt & Penrod (1983) showed that they were more likely to be a result of non-radial pulsation (NRP) of prograde modes of high degree. Since this initial discovery, moving bumps have been found in many OB and d Scuti stars. The OB stars showing these features have been called the z Oph stars.
This class of star, of which z Oph is the prototype, includes rapidly rotating early B-type and O-type stars. Rapid rotation, however, is merely a selection effect, as moving bumps are more easily detected in these stars (Vogt & Penrod 1983) . Many, but not all, z Oph stars are also Be stars (e.g. z Oph itself). This is not surprising, as Be stars are amongst the most rapidly rotating stars. Moving bumps have been looked for, but not seen, in a sample of 22 late B-type stars (Baade 1989 ). Fullerton, Gies & Bolton (1996) undertook a survey of O-type stars to look for line-profile variability. From a sample of 30 stars, they found that 77 per cent showed evidence for line-profile variation (LPV). The incidence and amplitude of LPV increases with stellar radius and luminosity. No LPV was found for dwarfs earlier than O7. No attempt was made to deduce the periods; much of the LPV appears to be of low degree.
Moving bumps have also been seen in a few b Cep stars (De Mey et al. 1997; Aerts, Balona & Waelkens 1989) . As b Cep stars are certainly non-radial pulsators of low degree, this suggests that moving bumps are a manifestation of NRP modes of high degree. One of the most interesting stars in this group is a Vir. This star was discovered to be b Cep star with a period of 4.17 h a long time ago. However, the light and velocity amplitude of the lowdegree mode continually decreased until it became undetectable after 1972 (Lomb 1978) . Smith (1985) could find no trace of this mode in 1982; instead he found well-developed moving bumps, the signature of a mode of high degree. The question arises as to whether the pulsational energy associated with the low-degree q 1999 RAS Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/309/1/221/1155464 by guest on 19 March 2019 mode has been transferred to one of high degree. Unfortunately, the earlier instruments were unable to detect these low-intensity features, so we do not know whether the high-degree mode has always been present.
There have been no calculations of the stability of modes of intermediate and high degree in models of B-type stars. The z Oph stars could be understood if it were shown that such modes can be excited by the same mechanism that is responsible for the b Cep and SPB stars. In this paper we investigate models of O and B stars and calculate the stability of the models to pulsations up to` 24.
Low-degree modes are, of course, present in the d Sct stars and are responsible for the photometric variability. The theory predicts that the instability extends to modes of very high degree. However, whether or not such modes are indeed excited remained uncertain until Walker, Yang & Fahlman (1987) detected them in some stars. Modes of high degree have now been detected in several d Sct stars. Evidently, there is no effect preventing highdegree modes from reaching high pulsation amplitudes in these stars. This is an important finding, which shows that the instability driven by the opacity mechanism may be saturated by modes that cannot be detected by means of photometry. It seems plausible that the great diversity in pulsational behaviour of d Sct stars is a consequence of the multitude of forms of the finite development of the instability. Furthermore, observational data suggest that the form of pulsation does not depend on the mean parameters of the star.
It is generally believed that pulsational properties of Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars are determined by the stellar parameters and, perhaps, direction of evolution. In fact, the Fourier parameters of the light curves are being used to determine the stellar luminosity, mass and the Y and Z parameters describing the element abundance (e.g. Kova Âcs & Jurcsik 1996) . However, there is a worrying possibility that an unpredictable admixture of non-radial modes in seemingly monomode radial pulsators may occur, and this has to be kept in mind. Instability of modes at moderate and highv alues was also found in models of evolved stars describing the mean structure of Cepheids (Dziembowski 1977a; Osaki 1977) . It is possible that non-radial modes are excited only in anomalous objects. For example, the non-variable objects located in the pulsation instability strip may, in fact, be high-`pulsators. Butler (1998) has found low-amplitude quasi-periodic radial velocity variations in photometrically constant stars in the Cepheid instability strip. We will discuss his results in the context of excitation of modes of high degree in these stars. Non-radial modes may also be responsible for anomalies in stellar pulsation, such as the Blazkho effect, as proposed by Kova Âcs (1993) . This idea has been further analysed by Van Hoolst, Dziembowski & Kawaler 1998) . Multimode saturation of the instability may take the form of an unsteady (periodic or chaotic) limit cycle, in which the energy associated with radial pulsation has been transferred to non-radial modes of high degree. In this regard, the case of Polaris, which has been decreasing in amplitude and is now photometrically constant, is particularly interesting (Fernie, Kamper & Seager 1993) .
Multimode saturation of the instability is an unsolved problem of stellar pulsation theory. Naturally, it requires non-linear modelling. Except for crude estimates, we will not enter this field. Instead we will confront the results of linear stability calculations with the observations.
P U L S AT I O N S I N B -T Y P E S TA R S
It is known that modes of high degree are unstable in stars throughout the classical instability strip, from main-sequence d Scuti stars to supergiants (Dziembowski 1977a) . Instability to modes with`. 2 is also found in models of b Cephei stars (Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 1993) . To understand why this instability occurs, we consider a model of a 10-M ( star in the middle of the b Cephei instability strip with composition X 0 0X7Y Z 0X02 and log T eff 4X34. The composition of the convective core is X 0X218.
In Fig. 1 we plot the normalized growth rate, h, for` 2, 6 and 12 as a function of frequency, n. A mode is unstable when h . 0. The maximum value, h 1, occurs when driving is present everywhere in the stellar interior, while h 21 means that no driving zone exists. We see that, for a given value of`, there are two separate frequency ranges where unstable modes may occur. This was first discovered by Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (1993) , who explained it in terms of the properties of the eigenfunctions. Briefly, the opacity mechanism will only work if the pressure eigenfunction is flat and large in the driving zone located near the surface. This happens only in these two frequency ranges. The variability of b Cephei stars can be understood as the excitation of modes of low degree in the higher frequency range. In these stars there are no unstable modes of low degree in the lower frequency range.
For the` 2 sequence, we see a local maximum of pulsational frequency, n, at h < 0X065. The driving effect is not very efficient because the thermal time-scale of the metal opacity bump (Z bump) zone is much shorter than the periods of the modes with eigenfunctions of the required shape. For cooler stars, the Z bump is located in deeper layers. Hence there is a closer match between the periods of low-degree modes and the thermal time-scale. Modes in the lower frequency range are observed in SPB stars for log T eff , 4X25.
In the higher frequency range, we see a rather complicated pattern in the behaviour of h with frequency. In Fig. 2 we show the critical frequencies as a function of radius within the star. Such plots, known as propagation diagrams, are widely used in understanding the eigenfrequency spectra in evolved stars (e.g. Unno et al. 1989) .
It should be noted that all modes with n . 3X5 d 21 have mixed character: acoustic in the outer layers and gravity in the interior. For n . 4X5 d 21 , the G-mode zone splits into two regions separated by an evanescent zone. The existence of separate q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 Figure 1 . Normalized growth, h, as a function of mode frequency, n (in cycle d 21 ), for selected modes in a star with M 10 M ( Y X 0 0X7Y X c 0X218Y Z 0X02 and log T eff 4X34. The plot shows all unstable modes (h . 0) at spherical harmonic degrees` 2, 6 and 12. Modes at the lowfrequency end are, respectively, g 25 , g 41 and g 60 . The only unstable radial mode in this star is the fundamental (p 1 ), which has n 5X22 d 21 and h 0X085. propagation zones is responsible for the non-uniform frequency spacing between consecutive modes.
All of the driving in the model under consideration arises in a narrow Z-bump zone between raR 0X95 and 0.97. One may note in Fig. 2 that n BV ; 0 in this range. It is a convective zone, but the energy is transported almost entirely by radiation, and driving is caused by the usual k mechanism.
All four unstable` 2 modes are mixed. The relative contribution of the G zone to the kinetic energy of a mode decreases monotonically with frequency from 92 per cent to 8 per cent. This is not, however, a general rule. There is a stable mode at n 10 d 21 for which the contribution from the G zone exceeds 30 per cent. In the three unstable` 6 modes, the ordering is in reverse, i.e. the mode with highest frequency also has the highest contribution from the G zone. The relative contribution to the energy depends on the amplitude trend in the evanescent zone that separates the propagation zones. At` 2 and` 6, the amplitude decline (inward or outward) is not very large. Therefore, for some of the modes which have a predominantly g-mode character, the outer layers provide essentially all the damping and driving. At` 12, the situation is very different and modes are effectively trapped either in the P or G zone. If`is sufficiently high (` 12 in the present case), only modes trapped in the P zone may be driven by the opacity mechanism.
The properties of high-degree modes trapped in the outer layers may be determined without considering the stellar interior. The boundary condition implied by the r`dependence of the eigenfunctions may be applied in the evanescent zone if n ! n LY`. It is therefore reasonable to use mode classification independently of its behaviour below the evanescent zone ± the scheme adopted in this paper. According to this convention, the unstable` 12 mode is an f mode. For very large`, such modes obey the same dispersion relation as deep water waves, which may be written in the form
where n is in cycle d
21
. For`. 100, the frequencies derived from this formula have an accuracy better than 1 per cent.
The lower limit for the high-frequency instability range in this model is determined by the` 2 sequence. There are no` 1 modes in the frequency range 2.67±5.30 d 21 . The mode defining the lower limit is identified as g 3` 2. In spite of this, we will refer to the unstable modes in the higher frequency range as being p-type modes, while those in the lower frequency range as g-type modes. This is because the eigenfunction behaviour for the g 3` 2 mode in the layers determining h is similar to that of p modes.
The two types of opacity-driven instability described above exist in a large variety of stellar models. They are present in most Population I models in the mass range 7±40 M ( . Only models close to the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) are stable. In the upper frequency range, the first instability which appears is of p-type character. In the mass range 3±7 M ( , we encounter only g-type instability.
P U L S AT I O N S I N T H E C L A S S I C A L I N S TA B I L I T Y S T R I P
In the Cepheid strip, driving in the H and He ii ionization zones gives rise to a p-type instability over a considerably wider range of frequencies and`values. Near the ZAMS, the instability persists to the p 7 radial mode and to f modes with`< 1000. The range of radial order and spherical harmonic degree narrows gradually as the luminosity increases.
In evolved stars, non-radial mode trapping in the envelope becomes effective at lower`values than in main-sequence stars, and is connected with strong damping in the G zone. This effect was first found independently by Dziembowski (1977a) and Osaki (1977) . More recently, it has been discussed by Van Hoolst et al. (1998) . The large values of n BV in the interior of helium-burning stars imply very short radial wavelengths of the eigenfunctions, hence large radiative losses. Trapped modes exist only amongst unstable modes and do not have an adiabatic counterpart. In the G zone, where n ! f BV , the solution is described by a damped inwardly propagating gravity wave. This may be used as the inner boundary condition and, again, we do not need to consider the whole model to find the eigenfrequencies. There is some damping resulting from wave energy losses, but it is too small to compensate for driving by the k effect.
In less luminous objects, such as RR Lyrae stars, there are unstable modes at` 1 and 2, which are not trapped, or only partially trapped, in the envelope. The situation is then similar to one of the unstable` 6 modes in Fig. 1 . However, while the radial order of these three g modes is n 4, 3 and 2, in unstable low-degree modes in RR Lyrae stars we have n , 10 2 . The g-type instability is also found in the classical instability strip. As is the case in B stars, it appears in cooler objects and in modes of higher degree. Unfortunately, the quantitative criteria are sensitive to the way convection is treated. One may be tempted to explain pulsation in g Doradus stars in terms of the opacity-driven g-type instability. However, because of very efficient convection, these objects should instead be regarded as main-sequence analogues of ZZ Ceti stars where, following Brickhill (1990) , the driving effect is thought to arise from perturbations in the convective flux.
N U M E R I C A L C A L C U L AT I O N S
The numerical results that we quote in this paper were obtained q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 ), as a function of fractional radius in the stellar model used in Fig. 1 . n BV Na2p, where N is the Brunt-Va Èisa Èla È frequency, and n LY` L`a2p, where L`is the Lamb frequency, for modes of degree`. Zones where the frequency, n , is less than L`and n BV (G-propagation zones) are regions where the mode behaves like an internal gravity wave. Zones where the mode frequency is greater than L`and n BV (P-propagation zones) are regions where the mode is an acoustic wave. Zones where n is between L`and n BV are evanescent zones where the mode amplitude is either an increasing or a decreasing function of raR. The sharp peak in n BV at r < 0X13RY which reaches a maximum of 25 d
21
, coincides with the chemically inhomogeneous layer in the convective core.
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/309/1/221/1155464 by guest on 19 March 2019 with two rather different pulsation codes. The code nadrot calculates non-adiabatic oscillation modes of complete stellar models and, except for a primitive treatment of convective flux, is accurate. nadrot is a good tool for calculating modes with`< 12 in not very evolved stars. To study various oscillation modes in evolved stars, and high-degree modes in all stars, we use the pig code, which works with envelope models and adopts the Cowling approximation. This simpler code suffices for a determination of the ranges for the g-type instability in main-sequence stars. In this application, the inner boundary condition is relaxed and h is calculated as a continuous function of frequency. We are not interested in a precise determination of mode frequencies in this project. The situation is different for the p-type instability, because the eigenfrequency spectrum is much too sparse in this frequency range.
In order to understand pulsational instability in the B stars and in the d Scuti instability strip, we calculated 29 evolutionary sequences of stars for masses in the range 1X5 < MaM ( < 40 from the ZAMS to the end of core hydrogen burning for composition Z 0X02Y X 0X70 using the Warsaw±New Jersey stellar evolution code. A mixing length a 1 was adopted. nadrot and pig were applied to these models to investigate the stability of modes in the range 0X05 , s , 6, where s is the nondimensional pulsation frequency, s va 4pGkrl p Y with v 2pn being the angular frequency of pulsation, G the gravitational constant and kr l the mean density of the star. Modes with 0±6, 8, 10, 12, 16 and 24 were investigated.
H I G H -D E G R E E M O D E S I N M O D E L S O F B -T Y P E S TA R S
For each stellar model with a given effective temperature, T eff , and luminosity L in solar units, nadrot produces a table giving, among other things, the eigenfrequency and normalized growth rate, h, of normal modes. To visualize these results, it is instructive to see how the non-dimensional pulsation frequency, s, for unstable modes varies with effective temperature. Of course, s will also vary with luminosity, so it is convenient to fix the luminosity of the model within a narrow range. In Fig. 3 we show s as a function of log T eff for various values of`for models in which the luminosity is less than 0.5 mag above the ZAMS (spectral class V stars). In Fig. 4 we restrict the plot to models in which the luminosity is greater than 0.5 mag but less than 1.0 mag above the ZAMS (spectral class III stars).
In Figs 3 and 4 the most obvious regions are the high-frequency s . 1 p-mode region, corresponding to the b Cephei stars, and the low-frequency s , 1 g-mode region, corresponding to the SPB stars. In the figures the frequencies for the p modes are shown as individual points to indicate the discrete overtones of almost pure p-type character that dominate the frequencies for a given`. It should be noted, however, that there are also large numbers of modes of mixed character, which are not concentrated at unique q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 values of s, but lie between the upper and lower frequency ranges shown by the points. The g-mode region, shown by the hatched area, indicates a uniform distribution of modes at low frequencies.
In addition to these two well-known types of instability, we note the occurrence of a third region characterized by low-frequency instability in models with high temperatures and luminosities. The region is absent for`, 3 in the low-luminosity (class V) models in Fig. 3 , although a small region of instability for log T eff . 4X4, s < 0X5, is present in the high-luminosity (class III) models in Fig. 4 for` 1 and 2. In the high-luminosity models the instability region grows and merges with the SPB region at` 4, but in the low-luminosity models the region is hardly visible even at its maximum extent which occurs at` 8. The occurrence of a domain of instability of low-degree long-period modes has already been noted by Pamyatnykh (1998) .
The variation of the regions of instability with`is very interesting. We note that the extent of the high-frequency, b Cep, instability reaches a maximum at about` 4 and disappears for
. 16. The low-frequency SPB region, on the other hand, reaches maximum extent at about` 10 and is still present, though smaller, at` 24.
A more conventional way of presenting these results is shown in Fig. 5 . Here we show the locations of the three instability regions in the Hertzsprung±Russell (HR) diagram for various values of`. Also shown are the locations of stars in which modes of high degree (or at least line-profile variations resembling these modes) have been observed. Data for these stars are given in Table 1 .
There are several stars that were observed for pulsations of high degree, but in which none where found. These have not been listed. In this table we show the approximate effective temperatures and luminosities as estimated from the spectral type and class using tables given in Allen (1973) . It should be noted that the estimates of m are rather crude: the uncertainty in m is at least^1. Estimates of m are normally based on the number of bumps visible in the profile. In all cases, it is supposed that all modes are sectorial ` jmj.
The observed frequencies of high-order modes are severely affected by rotation. If n is the observed frequency and n 0 is the frequency in the corotating frame, then n n 0 2 mV, where V is the frequency of rotation. In order to compare observed frequencies with frequencies calculated from the models, we need to calculate n 0 . To do this, we need m and V. We can obtain a lower limit of V from the projected rotational velocity and an estimate of the stellar radius using the spectral classification. The values of V min calculated in this way are also shown in Table 1 . The resulting value of n 0 is the maximum frequency in the corotating frame, as all modes are prograde. In some cases, n 0 is negative, implying that the modes are prograde in the observer's frame, but retrograde in the corotating frame. These cases have been ignored. In order to compare our calculations with the models, we also need to correct for the effects of Coriolis and centrifugal forces. This is a difficult procedure, which is not justified in our case considering the crudeness of the values of m. This results in errors of typically 1a`` 1 (for g modes), which are negligible for our purposes.
The location of the stars in the HR diagram is shown in Fig. 5 . We note that the agreement with the predicted region of instability is reasonably good, given the uncertainties in obtaining log T eff and log L/L ( .
In Fig. 6 we show the dimensionless frequency as a function of effective temperature for the calculated regions of instability for models within 0.5 mag of the ZAMS and models with luminosities between 0.5 and 1.0 mag above the ZAMS. Also shown in Fig. 6 are the stars of Table 1 for which estimates of s and`are possible. As`(or m) is subject to large uncertainties, we plot all stars with jmj , 10 on the left panel and stars with jmj > 10 on the right.
Most stars with jmj , 10 seem to fall in the p-mode region. The exceptions are g Cas, a Vir and h Cen. If the line-profile variations are indeed caused by NRP in these three stars, then the pulsations are most probably long-period g modes. g Cas and h Cen are Be stars and it is possible that NRP is not responsible for the profile variations. However, a Vir is not a Be star and has one of the best determinations of physical parameters ever obtained for an early-type star. The primary component of this double-lined binary has the following parameters: Herbison-Evans et al. 1971) . The Hipparcos parallax is 12X44^0X86 mas, from which the absolute magnitude of the primary is M V 23X39 and log LaL ( 4X13. The frequency of rotation is V 0X43^0X03 cycle d 21 . Therefore we have for the two modes of high degree discovered by Smith (1985) the following frequencies in the corotating frame: n 01 0X24, n 02 0X62 d 21 . While a Vir is nicely located in the instability strip, the q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 Figure 5 . The instability strip for short-period oscillations (horizontally hatched area) and long-period oscillations (vertically hatched area) for spherical harmonic degrees` 0 to 24. The solid line at the lower border is the ZAMS; the one at the upper border is the end of core hydrogen burning (the limit of the models). The value of`is given in the top right corner of each panel. The points are the approximate locations of the stars in Table 1 . The large dot is the location of a Vir.
non-dimensional frequencies in the corotating frame are far smaller than any of the calculated frequencies. Unless the mode identification is grossly in error, we have a problem with our understanding of the pulsation modes in this star. A further puzzle is that Smith (1985) finds that in order to understand the moving bumps in a Vir, the vertical velocity amplitude should be considerably larger than the horizontal velocity amplitude. If the modes are indeed long-period g modes, then the opposite should apply.
Recently, Balona & Kambe (1999) have reinvestigated the pulsation modes in z Oph itself. They find a best fit of` 4 and 8 for the two modes, in agreement with Kambe et al. (1997) . However, this identification is by no means unique and there are a number of non-sectorial modes which fit the line-profile variations almost as well. This affects the determination of n 0 , which is very sensitive to the precise value of m. Nevertheless, Balona & Kambe (1999) find that n 0 values determined on the assumption that both modes are sectorial are in reasonable agreement with the frequencies expected from the models.
L O N G -P E R I O D , L OW -D E G R E E M O D E S I N B E S TA R S
Many Be stars are known to show periodic light and line-profile variations with periods in the range 0.5±2 d. This is frequently taken to be a sign of non-radial pulsation with` 1 or 2. Because the modes appear to be prograde, the period in the corotating frame is considerably higher. Balona (1995) argues that the statistical correlation between the observed period and the projected rotational velocity indicates corotating periods that are an order of magnitude longer than the observed periods. In other words, the perturbation is stationary, or practically stationary, in the corotating frame. This appears to be confirmed by the discovery of complex, stationary spectroscopic signatures which appear to be corotating photospheric clouds (Balona 1999; Balona & Kaye 1999) .
Most Be stars are dwarfs and giants in the spectral range B3± O9.5. This corresponds to masses between 8 and 30 M ( and log T eff . 4X3. Our models show that all low-degree modes for stars hotter than this value have periods shorter than 0.3 d. We examined in detail the stability of modes with` 1 and` 2 in models of 8±30 M ( for periods as long as 10 d, but were not able to find any unstable modes. We conclude that the periodic variations in Be stars cannot be understood in terms of pulsation.
Recently, a few Be stars have been discovered with a secondary, transient, period differing very little from the primary period (S Ï tefl et al. 1998 ). This may be taken as evidence of multiperiodicity, and hence pulsation, except for the curious fact that the secondary period is visible only in lines of low excitation formed in the upper atmosphere or inner disc. If this period is caused by pulsation, then it has to be a trapped mode. However, the thermal time-scale in the upper atmosphere is very much smaller than the observed period of about 1 d. For a mode to be excited, the thermal time-scale needs to be approximately the q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 Figure 6 . Dimensionless frequency, s , as a function of effective temperature. As in Figs 3 and 4, the small points represent the region of short-period p modes (b Cephei instability strip) for models within 0.5 mag of the ZAMS and also for models between 0.5 and 1.0 mag above the ZAMS. The hatched regions represent the g-mode (SPB) instability strip for the same two ranges of luminosity. The large filled circles are the stars of Table 1 same as the period of pulsation. Pulsation can therefore be ruled out in this case also. Dziembowski (1977a) showed that instability driven by the opacity mechanism is present in modes of high degree in d Scuti stars. In the models, modes up to`< 1000 are unstable in the middle of the instability strip. All unstable high-degree modes are effectively trapped in the envelope, which means that they penetrate into the inner g-mode propagation zone with very small amplitudes. Therefore the interior has no effect on their properties. For`. 12, the only unstable modes are trapped modes. For , 12, at least some g or mixed modes are unstable as well. Such modes are very interesting because they probe the deep stellar interior. Below` 7, mode stability depends only on frequency.
H I G H -D E G R E E M O D E S I N d S C T S TA R S
Moving bumps in d Sct stars were first observed by Walker et al. (1987) . Since then, these have been detected in several other stars (Table 2 ). Two stars in Table 2 are of particular interest. HR 4875 is a l Boo star (Bohlender, Gonzalez & Kennelley 1996) and g CrB (Lehmann, Scholz & Yang 1998 ) is a very hot star, possibly a member of the hypothetical Maia sequence. The location of these stars in the HR diagram is shown in Fig. 7 . g CrB is between the hot edge of the d Sct instability strip and the cool edge of the SPB instability strip and should be stable, according to the models. The physical parameters for HR 4875 are uncertain, but it appears the star may be quite evolved and on the blue edge of the instability strip.
In order to compare the observed frequencies with the frequencies calculated by the models, we need to transform to the frequencies in the corotating frame, n 0 , as discussed in the previous section. From the estimated mass, effective temperature and luminosity, the non-dimensional frequency, s, can be obtained. The results of Table 2 show that in most cases s . 1, which is the approximate lower limit for instability in models of these stars. 21 Mon is a notable exception. Taking the uncertainties into account, the observations are consistent with model calculations that show unstable modes at all values of`for s . 1.
V I S I B I L I T Y O F H I G H -D E G R E E M O D E S I N d S C T S TA R S
The calculation of the observed mode amplitude for a given surface displacement amplitude has been made by, for example, Watson (1988) and Cugier, Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (1994) . The general expression for the monochromatic amplitude, DL l , at wavelength l is
This equation is the same as that in Watson (1988) , but has been extended to take into account the effects of limb darkening variation (see Heynderickx, Waelkens & Smeyers 1994) . Note that q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 Figure 7 . The instability strip for models corresponding to d Sct stars for spherical harmonic degrees` 0 to 8. The dashed area is the instability strip for` 12. The solid line at the lower border is the ZAMS; the one at the upper border is the end of core hydrogen burning (the limit of the models). Points show the location of stars in Table 2 .
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/309/1/221/1155464 by guest on 19 March 2019 the expression is written in complex form; observable quantities result by taking the real part of this expression. In this equation, e is the relative radial displacement amplitude, P m is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree`, azimuthal order m, and b`l is the integral
The normalized limb-darkening function is given by h l , and m cos u is the polar angle in the spherical coordinate system where the z-axis is the line of sight to the observer. The boundary condition on the relative pressure perturbation when the variation of gravitational potential is neglected is given by dpap Cdrar, where
The following quantities can be obtained from an appropriate static model atmosphere with effective temperature T eff and log g:
The complex coefficient f e ic is the ratio of the eigenfunction describing the relative flux to the eigenfunction describing the relative displacement, evaluated at the surface (Dziembowski 1977b) . It is determined by the solution of the equations for nonadiabatic oscillations. The quantity f is not to be confused with f f 2 used in Cugier et al. (1994) .
These equations underlie all the photometric and spectrophotometric methods of`determination. The observables are amplitude ratios and phase differences. Thus, the unknown quantities e , m and i can be eliminated. This is true as long as modes are described by a single spherical harmonic. If rotational coupling is important, the m and i dependence enters. This equation shows also how the disc-averaged light amplitude depends on the aspect angle and on degree`. The effect of averaging is described by the coefficient b`l. A simple asymptotic formula for b`l, valid for 3 1, is given in Dziembowski (1977b) . We do not understand pulsation of d Sct stars beyond the linear driving mechanism. In its essence, the mechanism is the same as in classical single-mode pulsators. It is therefore natural to expect that the driving is saturated when the rms value of the temperature fluctuation, dT/T, in the driving zones has a similar value to that in single-mode large-amplitude pulsators. For the crude considerations here, we may replace T in the driving zones with T eff . We thus have the following normalization:
A typical value of dT eff aT eff for individual modes is 0X1a J p 10 24 Y if we take J 10 6 ± which, to an order of magnitude, is the total number of unstable modes. For radial modes, this leads to a light amplitude , 10 mmag. Clearly, we would not have d Sct stars if the saturation were distributed among such a large number of modes. Data on well-studied objects of this type suggest that only a small fraction of unstable modes participate in saturation. The rest must have much smaller amplitudes than our estimate predicts. Perhaps they are not excited at all.
To investigate the visibility of modes of high degree in a d Scuti star, we calculated the frequencies and the associated nonadiabatic parameters for unstable modes in a model with MaM ( 1X8Y log T eff 3X879Y log LaL ( 1X108 up to` 12. We assumed no rotational splitting and adopted dTaT sat dT eff aT eff 0X01X This allows the relative radial amplitude, e, and the vertical velocity amplitude, V p , to be calculated, using
Having determined e and V p in this way, the light amplitude at any waveband and the observed centroid radial velocity may be calculated. Results are shown in Table 3 , which shows the mean amplitude for each`averaged over all angles of inclination. This table shows that the amplitude decreases sharply at` 3, but less rapidly thereafter (see Fig. 8 ). The decrease in amplitude with wavelength is a result of the decrease of flux derivative with temperature, a Tl , towards longer wavelengths. The variation in q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 Table 3 . Radial velocity and light amplitudes for modes of different spherical harmonic degree,`, in a typical d Sct star assuming DTaT < 0X01. The aspect affect has been averaged. The observed centroid velocity amplitude, V r , is in m s 21 . The light amplitudes (in mmag) are given at four monochromatic far-UV wavelengths, in the uvby system, and through a typical unfiltered CCD. ratio between even and odd modes is a consequence of the fact that, at high`, b`l varies as`2 2.5 for even`, but as`2 3.5 for odd (Dziembowski 1977b) . In Fig. 9 we show the contribution of various terms to the light variation: limb darkening, b`l; geometric, T 1 2`2 1` 2; pressure, T 2 Ca gl b gl and temperature, T 3 f a Tl b Tl a4X The figure shows mean values averaged over a wavelength range from 1362 to 6000 A Ê for the pressure and temperature terms. The decrease of b`l with`is counterbalanced to some extent by the geometric term, as shown in Fig. 9 . This means that the amplitude varies like`2 0.5 or`2 1.5 for high`. The decrease in amplitude is therefore not as drastic as might be expected. In fact, at a given low-amplitude threshold, the chances of detecting a mode of even degree may increase with`owing to the increasing number of rotational multiplets.
It is interesting to note that for high-degree modes, the main contribution to the light variation comes from the change in radius and surface normal. The geometric term begins to dominate at about` 6 and is by far the largest term for larger values of`.
The fact that there is such a slow decrease of light amplitude with`has important consequences for future space missions, which aim to study light variations for asteroseismological purposes. If our crude assumptions are even approximately correct, we may expect to see a great number of modes of high degree well above the detection limit. Owing to the huge increase in numbers of modes with`caused by rotational splitting, it may be impossible to isolate the modes of interest.
There is a possibility of mode identification from amplitude ratios in the far UV and visible regions (Fig. 10) . Although the ratio may not be sufficiently accurate to assign a unique mode identification, it could be used to estimate the distribution of`for . 3. The discrimination in terms of`results almost entirely from the variation of b`l with wavelength: at a given wavelength, the amplitude depends on`through the product of b`with the geometric, pressure and temperature terms. Although the temperature term dominates at small`, it is itself not a function of`, but acts as the largest amplifier through its product with b`. At large`, the geometric term dominates. The pressure term is important at long periods through its dependence on C, but is not an important factor for the p modes.
H I G H -D E G R E E M O D E S I N C E P H E I D S
One of the problems in Cepheid models is the uncertainty of pulsation analysis caused by the lack of a reliable treatment of convection. Most work on Cepheid modelling has been carried out with mixing-length parameter a 0 (e.g. Bono, Marconi & Stellingwerf 1999) . Even with the same mixing-length parameter, different calculations give different results.
In Fig. 11 we show the blue edges of Cepheid models compared with those of Bono et al. (1999) for a 0. All our results were obtained with the pig code for unfitted envelope models. The main limitation is a rather naive treatment of convection: the standard mixing-length theory plus frozen convective flux (more precisely, the Lagrangian perturbation of the flux is ignored). Details of the models are shown in Table 4 .
We can offer no explanation for the difference, but it may be caused by a difference in the treatment of tabular opacities. In this q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 figure we also show the blue edges using a 1X6, the value obtained by fitting solar models. Of course, there is no reason to assume the same value for Cepheids. This must be regarded as an arbitrary choice. The fact that inclusion of convection moves the blue edges to higher temperatures may be viewed as a surprise, but in fact it has been known for some time and has an explanation. The conclusion from this comparison is that we have to be cautious in interpreting numerical results. Models of Cepheids show that, in addition to the radial mode that is observed, several non-radial modes of intermediate and high degree are also unstable (Dziembowski 1997a) . All these modes have frequencies close to the radial mode. These modes may have implications in the damping of the radial mode caused by mode coupling, and may explain the existence of apparently constant stars within the Cepheid instability strip. To study the excitation of high-degree modes, we used pig for the models shown in Table 5 .
In Fig. 12 we show the period of each unstable mode as a function of`. Note that the pattern of instability does not depend very much on a and T eff , which is encouraging. Instability to nonradial pulsation begins at a moderate value of`. At lowerv alues, modes are not sufficiently well trapped in the envelope and the radiative losses in the g-mode propagation zone stabilizes these modes. The termination of the instability at high`depends on the radiative losses above the H ionization zone. As our models have simple, Eddington, grey atmospheres, we should be cautious about the maximum`values.
0 V I S I B I L I T Y O F H I G H -D E G R E E M O D E S I N C E P H E I D S
In a recent study, Butler (1998) Many of the stars appear to show periodic or quasi-periodic variability, with periods between 50 and 80 d that are not associated with radial pulsation. The question arises as to whether this behaviour may be understood in terms of the unstable nonradial modes in the models.
The exact definition of radial velocity used by Butler (1998) is not very clear. Radial velocities are determined by constructing a model of the spectrum that includes the unknown Doppler shift. If cross-correlation is involved, the correlation function will generally be asymmetric. Presumably it is the maximum of this q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 309, 221±232 Figure 11 . The blue edges of models shown in Table 4 . Solid lines are fundamental blue edges, dashed lines first-overtone blue edges. Heavy lines are data from this work, light lines are from Bono et al. 1999 . All calculations were made with a 0X0 except for the pair at highest temperature, for which we used a 1X6. Table 4 . Physical parameters of Cepheid models used in determining the blue edge of the instability strip. The subscript 0 refers to the fundamental blue edge; 1 refers to the first-overtone blue edge. Models by Bono et al. (1999) are indicated by (B). function that is measured. For simplicity, however, we will use the centroid as a measure of velocity. To simulate Butler's result on the hypothesis that the observed velocity is caused by a superposition of many high-degree modes, we used the results of a linear, non-adiabatic analysis of a Cepheid model with M 6X0 M ( Y log T eff 3X7502Y log LaL ( 3X4700.
As described in Section 4.2, we assigned random values of dT eff / T eff such that dTaT sat 0X05 and calculated the resulting amplitudes in several photometric passbands.
In Fig. 13 we show periodograms of the radial velocity and light variations assuming that all modes and their rotational multiplets are excited, giving a total of 1064 modes. We did not include the radial mode in this simulation; the unstable mode of lowest degree is 5. The equatorial velocity of rotation is assumed to be 3 km s , easily detectable by Butler's instrument. The periodicity is caused mostly by the contribution of the modes of lowest degree (` 5). This will be close to the period of the fundamental radial mode. The light amplitude is generally less than 1 mmag ± too small to be detectable from the ground, but it should be easily detected from space.
In Table 6 we summarize Butler's (1998) results with some estimates of the absolute magnitudes from the spectral classification and the period of the fundamental radial mode deduced from the Cepheid PL relationship. As the table and Fig. 14 show, Butler's periods are always much longer than the fundamental radial mode. The implication is that the period is not pulsational in nature. We conclude that the modes of high degree discussed above cannot be responsible for the periodicities detected in these stars, because the observed periods are at least a factor of 2 longer than expected. At this stage the nature of the radial velocity variations in these stars is an unsolved problem.
In addition to Butler's (1998) observations, Baade & Kjeldsen (1997) observed 13 F and G dwarfs and giants outside the conventional d Sct instability strip. LPV typical of pulsations with 8 < m < 14 were found in d Aql and e 2 Ara. These two stars are on or just outside the cool boundary of the instability strip, and may possibly be identified with the g Dor variables. These observations were obtained in only a few spectra of each star and no period determination is possible. These two stars appear to be promising candidates for high-degree modes and deserve further study. Butler (1998) with absolute magnitudes, M V , estimated from the spectral classification. The corresponding period of the fundamental radial mode, P(M V ), is obtained from the Cepheid period±luminosity law. Butler's best period estimate is P BUT and the absolute magnitude deduced from this period and the Cepheid PL relationship is given by M V (P BUT ). satisfactory. Even in the best observed cases, there are serious discrepancies between the observed and expected periods. We suspect that these problems may be caused by unsatisfactory mode identifications. The assumption that the modes are all sectorial needs serious reconsideration. Further progress in the study of these modes can only be made when better techniques of mode identification become available. At present, the accuracy in the determination of`or m is no better than^1. In many cases even the observed periods are in doubt. The difficulties in overcoming these problems are great. We suggest that all estimates of mode identification should also include an attempt at fitting the profiles, so that the goodness of fit may be judged.
The long periods found in precision radial velocities of stars in or near the Cepheid instability strip by Butler (1998) remain a puzzle. It does not seem possible to understand these variations in terms of pulsation. Although many modes of intermediate and high order are unstable in Cepheid models, the periods of these modes are always close to the period of the unstable radial mode. The observed periods are at least a factor of 2 too long and cannot be understood in this way. At the same time, the periods are probably too short to be caused by rotation.
Finally, we suspect that a very large number of modes of high degree may become detectable in space observations of d Sct stars (and perhaps other types of pulsating stars). The reason is that the disc-averaging effect is not very strong, because of the rapid increase of the geometrical term as`increases. As a result, the power spectra may well contain a very large number of peaks belonging to high-`modes and their rotational multiplets. Thus, the modes of low degree, which are of the greatest interest to asteroseismology, may be lost in a forest of high-degree modes, or at any rate, may be severely distorted by neighbouring modes of high degree. A statistical study of these modes will, however, be very important in understanding the mechanism of mode selection.
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